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1. Introduction
In this paper, we study positive almost periodic solutions of the following implicit nonlinear discrete system with finite
delay
x(n) =
n∑
j=n−κ
f (j, x(j)), n ∈ Z, x(n) ∈ R, (1)
and
x(n) = g(n)+
n∑
j=n−κ
f (j, x(j)), n ∈ Z, x(n) ∈ R, (2)
under conditions on f (n, x(n)) (see below), whereR = (−∞,∞),Z denotes the integers, and 0 < κ ∈ Z is given. Equations
of type (1) have been called discrete Volterra equations, recurrence relations, summation equations, or difference equations.
For each integer n, Eq. (1) is (when f (n, ·) 6= 0) an implicit equation for x(n), given its predecessors x(`) for ` ∈
{n− κ, . . . , n− 1}. Consider a particular solution {x(n)} = {x(ϕ; n)}n∈Z of Eq. (1) that corresponds, given ϕ, to a choice
x(ϕ; n) := ϕ(n) for n ∈ {−κ, . . . ,−1}. (3a)
For n = 0, 1, 2, . . . and for n = −1,−2,−3, . . ., Eq. (1) gives us
x(n)− f (n, x(n)) =
n−1∑
j=n−κ
f (j, x(j)), or f (n− κ, x(n− κ)) = x(n)−
n∑
j=n−κ+1
f (j, x(j)), (3b)
(respectively, for n ≥ 0 and for n < 0) and conditions for f (n, ·) are required (see [1], for details) for the solvability of each
set of implicit equations to determine a solution x(ϕ; n) (for n ∈ Z) of (1).
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1.1. A perspective, and the scope & organization of the paper
Eq. (1) can be regarded as a discrete analogue of the integral equation
x(t) =
∫ t
t−τ
f (s, x(s))ds, t ∈ (−∞,∞). (4)
The particular solution x(ϕ; n) in (3) is an analogue of a solution x(ϕ; t) of (4), wherein x(ϕ; t) = ϕ(t) for t ∈ [−τ , 0]. In [2],
(4) was interpreted as a model for the spread of certain infectious diseases with periodic contact rate that varies seasonally
and x(t) represents the proportion of infectives in the population at time t , f (t, x(t)) (which is periodic in t , that is, there
existsω > 0 with f (t+ω, x) = f (t, x) for all t ∈ R and x ≥ 0) is the proportion of new infectives per unit time and τ > 0 is
the length of time an individual remains infectious. Positive almost periodic solutions of (4) have been discussed in [3,4], and
references therein. Eq. (1) may arise from the numerical solution of integral equation (4) or related problems (see [5–10],
and the references therein). In [7], periodic solutions of non-linear discrete Volterra equations with finite memory, which
is a similar type of Eq. (1), have been obtained using a variety of fixed point theorems and the results have been applied to
numerical solutions for the corresponding integral equation.
Recently, severalworks (see [11–15]) have been devoted to studying the existence of almost periodic solutions of discrete
systems with delay. The main method employed in these papers is to assume certain stability properties of a bounded
solution. In this paper, in order to obtain positive almost periodic solutions of (1), we employ a totally different method,
without assuming the existence of a bounded solution of (1). That is, we use a variant of Hilbert’s projective metric on a
subset of the space of almost periodic sequences. In this way, we extend the results in [3] to the discrete system (1). For
other work on almost periodic solutions of discrete systems, see [16,17].
Functional analysis provides general abstract theories, and it is therefore not surprising that a general theory can apply to
both discrete recurrence relations and their continuous counterparts. The obstacle to such applications lies in considering
whether specific and appropriate conditions are satisfied. In that context, it is worth observing that many results from
classical calculus have discrete analogues, but often with minor details (e.g., the choice of densely-defining and sampling
operators between sequence and function spaces) that obstruct an exact correspondence. Thus, summation by parts is an
analogue of integration by parts but the ‘‘end terms’’ (involving boundary values) in the discrete case are not as easily
treated as they are in the continuous case. In particular, the existence (and other properties, such as periodicity and almost
periodicity) of solutions of the discrete equation (1) cannot be deduced directly from the theory of the continuous case (4).
This is one of our motivations for studying (1). On the other hand, the results obtained in this paper can be applied in the
numerical analysis of (4) — as in [7]. In this paper, we confine our discussion to (1) and leave the numerical analysis of (4)
to a future publication.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review several results related to Hilbert’s metric projective and make
some assumptions on (1). After presenting some basic lemmas in Section 3, we discuss positive almost periodic solutions of
(1). In Section 4, we discuss, in brief, positive almost periodic solutions of (2).
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notation, definitions and basic results
Let R+ = [0,∞). In the following, we use | · | to denote a norm of a vector in R. Let X be a real Banach space with the
norm ‖ · ‖. A closed convex set K in X is called a cone if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) if x ∈ K , then λx ∈ K for λ ≥ 0;
(ii) if x ∈ K and−x ∈ K , then x = 0.
A cone K induces a partial ordering≤ in X by
x ≤ y if and only if y− x ∈ K . (5)
A cone K is called ‘‘normal’’ if there exists a constant k such that
0 ≤ x ≤ y implies that ‖x‖ ≤ k‖y‖. (6)
IfK is a general cone in a Banach spaceX and x and y are elements ofK ∗ = K−{0}, then x and y are said to be ‘‘comparable’’
if there exists real numbers α > 0 and β > 0 such that
αx ≤ y ≤ βx.
This defines a equivalence relation on K ∗ and divides K ∗ into disjoint subsets which we call ‘‘components of K ’’.
If x and y are comparable, we define the numberm(y/x) andM(y/x) by
m(y/x) = sup{α > 0 : αx ≤ y} and M(y/x) = inf{β > 0 : y ≤ βx}. (7)
If x and y are comparable, we define (see [18]) a metric d(x, y) by
d(x, y) = max(lnM(y/x), lnM(x/y)) = max(lnM(y/x),− lnm(y/x)). (8)
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Theorem 1 (Thompson [18]). Let K be a normal cone in a Banach space X and let C be a component of K . Then C is a complete
metric space with respect to the metric d.
Proposition 2 (Thompson [18]). Let K be a normal cone in a Banach space X with nonempty interior
◦
K. Then
◦
K is a component
of K .
It follows that if K is a normal cone with a nonempty interior
◦
K , then
◦
K is a complete metric space with respect to the
metric d.
Theorem 3 (Deimling [19]). Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and f be a mapping from X into X satisfying
d(f (x), f (y)) ≤ φ(d(x, y)) for all x, y ∈ X,
where φ is a positive continuous function, defined on [0,∞], that satisfies φ(r) < r for every r > 0 and φ(0) = 0. Then f has
exactly one fixed point in X.
2.2. Almost periodic sequences and some assumptions
Let X be a Banach space with the norm ‖ · ‖. LetΩ be subset of X .
Definition 4 (See [12]). Let ξ : Z × Ω → X and ξ(n, ·) be continuous for each n ∈ Z. Then ξ is said to be almost periodic
in n ∈ Z uniformly for w ∈ Ω if for every ε > 0 and every compact Σ ⊂ Ω corresponds an integer Nε(Σ) > 0 such that
among Nε(Σ) consecutive integers there is one, called it l, such that
‖ξ(n+ l, w)− ξ(n, w)‖ < ε for all n ∈ Z andw ∈ Σ .
Denote by AP (Z × Ω : X) the set of all such functions. IfΩ is the empty set, then ξ ∈ AP (Z × Ω : X) = AP (Z : X) is
almost periodic, that is, {ξ(n)}n∈Z is an almost periodic sequence in X .
Note that ξ(n, w) = [1 + cos2(√2n) + cos2(n)]w2, w ∈ R, is almost periodic in n ∈ Z uniformly for w ∈ R and
ξ(n) = cos2(√2n) + cos2(n) is an almost periodic sequence. For almost periodic sequences in Rd, see, for example,
[20, p. 72].
Theorem 5. Let ξ ∈ AP (Z × Ω : X). Then for any integer sequence {n′k}, n′k → ∞ as k → ∞, there exists a subsequence{nk} of {n′k}, nk →∞ as k→∞, and a function ζ : Z×Ω → X such that ξ(n+ nk, w)→ ζ (n, w) uniformly on Z× Σ as
k→∞, whereΣ is any compact set inΩ . Moreover, ζ ∈ AP (Z×Ω : X), that is, ζ (n, w) is also almost periodic in n uniformly
for w ∈ Ω .
Theorem 6 (See [21, Theorem 7.2]). A necessary and sufficient condition for a sequence x : Z→ X to be almost periodic is that
for any integer sequence {n′k}, one can extract a subsequence {nk} such that x(n+ nk) converges uniformly with respect to n ∈ Z.
For details about almost periodic sequences in Banach spaces and corresponding properties, see [12,21]. We shall apply
Hypotheses (H1)–(H3) to f in (1):
Hypothesis (H1) f : Z× R+ → R+, f (n, ·) is continuous, nondecreasing in R+ for each n ∈ Z, and f is non-vanishing, that
is, there exist n0 ∈ Z and u0 ∈ R+ such that f (n0, u0) > 0.
Hypothesis (H2) f (n, u) is almost periodic in n uniformly for u ∈ R+.
Hypothesis (H3) There exists a positive continuous function ψ defined on (0, 1) such that ψ(α) > α for α ∈ (0, 1) and
f (n, αu) ≥ ψ(α)f (n, u) for all n ∈ Z, u > 0 and α ∈ (0, 1).
Hypotheses (H1) and (H2) embody very natural conditions for obtaining almost periodic solutions of system (1) (almost
periodic solutions often occur in almost periodic systems). Similar situations occur in differential and integral systems, see,
for example, [3,4,21]. (H3) ensures that our discussion can be carried out in
◦
K .
3. Main results
Let AP (Z) = AP (Z : R) be the set of almost periodic sequences on Z with values in R. Since each almost periodic
sequence on Z is uniformly bounded (see, for example, [21]), AP (Z) is a Banach space with the norm | · |AP defined by
|x|AP = supn∈Z |x(n)| for x = {x(n)}n∈Z ∈ AP (Z).
Let K be the set of all nonnegative almost periodic sequences in AP (Z). Then K is a normal cone, because 0 ≤ x ≤ y,
that is, x(n) ≤ y(n) for all n ∈ Z with x = {x(n)}n∈Z and y = {y(n)}n∈Z in K , implies that |x|AP ≤ |y|AP . The interior of K is
given by
◦
K= {x ∈ AP (Z) such that there exists η > 0, with x(n) ≥ η for all n ∈ Z}.
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For any sequence x = {x(n)}n∈Z, we define an operator Tf associated to Eq. (1) by
(Tf x)(n) =
n∑
j=n−κ
f (j, x(j)), n ∈ Z. (9)
Notice that a fixed point of Tf solves (1).
Before our main results, we need some lemmas.
Lemma 7. Suppose that Hypotheses (H1)–(H2) hold. Let x = {x(n)}n∈Z ∈ AP (Z) be a nonnegative almost periodic sequence.
Then the sequence q = {q(n)}n∈Z defined by q(n) = (Tf x)(n) is also almost periodic.
Proof. Since any almost periodic sequence is bounded, there is a number M > 0 such that supn∈Z{x(n)} ≤ M . Let{n′k} be any integer sequence such that n′k → ∞ as k → ∞. By Theorem 5, there exists a subsequence {nk} of {n′k},
y = {y(n)}n∈Z ∈ AP (Z) and h : Z × R+ → R+, h is also almost periodic in n uniformly for u in compact subsets of
R+, such that x(n + nk) → y(n) uniformly for n ∈ Z and f (n + nk, u) → h(n, u) uniformly for n ∈ Z and u ∈ [0,M] as
k→∞, and hence,
q(n+ nk) = (Tf x)(n+ nk) =
n+nk∑
j=n+nk−κ
f (j, x(j))→
n∑
j=n−κ
h(n, y(j))
uniformly for n ∈ Z as k→∞. This implies that q(n) = (Tf x)(n) is also almost periodic by Theorem 6. 
Since a non-negative and non-vanishing almost periodic function has a positive mean, we have the same conclusion for
a non-negative and non-vanishing almost periodic sequence.
Lemma 8. Let x = {x(n)}n∈Z ∈ AP (Z) be a non-negative and non-vanishing almost periodic sequence, that is, x(n) ≥ 0 and
there is n0 ∈ Z such that x(n0) > 0. Then the limit
M[x] = lim
k→∞
1
k
0∑
j=−k
x(n+ j) = lim
k→∞
1
k
n∑
j=n−k
x(j) > 0 (10)
exists uniformly with respect to n ∈ Z. The number M[x] is independent of n and is called the mean of the sequence.
Proof. We define a function χ on R by the relation:
χ(u) = x(m)+ (u−m)[x(m+ 1)− x(m)], for u ∈ [m,m+ 1), m ∈ Z. (11)
(The function χ is a densely-defined extension of the mesh-function, defined on Z, with values {x(n)}. Indeed, χ(n) = x(n)
for each n ∈ Z and the graph of χ comprises straight line segments joining successive points (n, x(n)).) By Theorem 1.7.3
in [21],χ(u) is an almost periodic function onR. In addition,χ is a non-negative and non-vanishing almost periodic function.
Then χ has a positive mean, which implies (see Lemma 3.1.4 in [21]) that
M(χ) = lim
k→∞
1
k
∫ 0
−k
χ(u+ s)du > 0 (12)
exists uniformly with respect to s ∈ R, where k > 0 is an integer. From (11), we find by a simple calculation with s ∈ Z that
1
k
∫ 0
−k
χ(u+ n)du = 1
k
0∑
j=−k
x(n+ j)+ −x(n− k)− x(n)
2k
. (13)
Since {x(n)}n∈Z is a bounded sequence, the second term on the right hand side of (13) tends to zero uniformly with respect
to n ∈ Z as k→∞. Thus (10) is true. 
Lemma 9. Suppose that f satisfies Hypotheses (H1)–(H2). Then there exist κ∗ > 0, ρ > 0 and δ > 0 such that
D(κ, ρ) = inf
n∈Z
n∑
j=n−κ
f (j, ρ) ≥ δ for all κ > κ∗. (14)
Proof. Notice that for any fixed u ∈ R+, {f (n, u)}n∈Z is an almost periodic sequence. By Hypothesis (H1), there exist n0 ∈ Z
and u0 ∈ R such that f (n0, u0) > 0. Since f (n0, ·) is continuous in R+, there exists a ρ > u0 ≥ 0 such that f (n0, ρ) > 0,
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whichmeans that the sequence {f (n, ρ)}n∈Z is a nonnegative andnon-vanishing almost periodic sequence. Thus {f (n, ρ)}n∈Z
has a positive mean value by Lemma 8. This implies that
lim
κ→∞
1
κ
n∑
j=n−κ
f (j, ρ) = δ0 > 0 (15)
uniformly with respect to n ∈ Z. Thus D(κ, ρ) ∼ δ0κ for large κ . In particular, there are integers κ∗ > 0 and δ > 0 such
that D(κ, ρ) ≥ δ for κ > κ∗. 
Unless otherwise specified, we always assume that κ > κ∗ and leave κ fixed in the sequel.
Lemma 10. Tf defined by (9)maps
◦
K into itself.
Proof. Let x = {x(n)}n∈Z be in
◦
K . Then there exists 0 < η < ρ such that x(n) ≥ η for all n ∈ Z. It follows from the
monotonicity of f that
(Tf x)(n) =
n∑
j=n−κ
f (j, x(j)) ≥
n∑
j=n−κ
f (j, η) ≥
n∑
j=n−κ
f
(
j,
η
ρ
ρ
)
≥ ψ
(
η
ρ
) n∑
j=n−κ
f (j, ρ),
where ψ is given by Hypothesis (H3). Thus, we have (Tf x)(n) ≥ δ(η/ρ) by Lemma 9. In addition, Tf x is an almost periodic
sequence by Lemma 7, and hence Tf x ∈
◦
K . 
Lemma 11. Suppose that Hypotheses (H1)–(H3) hold. Then there exists a positive continuous and nondecreasing function φ
defined on R+, satisfying
φ(0) = 0, φ(r) < r for r > 0, and d(Tf x, Tf y) ≤ φ(d(x, y))
for x = {x(n)}n∈Z ∈
◦
K and y = {y(n)}n∈Z ∈
◦
K , where d is defined in Section 2.
Proof. This proof is based on Proposition 4.4 in [3]. Without loss of generality, we can assume that ψ in Hypothesis (H3) is
nondecreasing and ψ(α) < 1 for all α ∈ (0, 1). In fact, one can consider ψ1 defined by
ψ1(α) = max
{
min
(√
β,ψ(β)
)
, β ∈ [0, α]
}
. (16)
In this case, ψ1 satisfies Hypothesis H3. Let x = {x(n)}n∈Z and y = {y(n)}n∈Z be in
◦
K . Set
α = m(y/x) and β = M(y/x),
wherem(y/x) andM(y/x) are defined by (7). From (8), we have
d(x, y) = max(ln(β),− ln(α)). (17)
Let us first consider the casewhere α < 1 and β > 1. FromHypotheses (H1) and (H3), it follows that the inequalities αx ≤ y
and y ≤ βx imply, respectively,
ψ(α)Tf x ≤ Tf y and ψ(1/β)Tf y ≤ Tf x. (18)
Therefore, we obtain
M(Tf y/Tf x) ≤ 1
ψ(1/β)
and m(Tf y/Tf x) ≥ ψ(α), (19)
and hence
d(Tf x, Tf y) ≤ max
(
ln
(
1
ψ(1/β)
)
,− ln(ψ(α))
)
. (20)
Now by choosing the function φ defined by
φ(t) = − ln(ψ(e−t)) for t > 0 and φ(0) = 0, (21)
we have
− ln(ψ(α)) = φ(− ln(α)) and − ln(ψ(1/β)) = φ(ln(β)). (22)
By the monotonicity of φ, we conclude that
d(Tf x, Tf y) ≤ φ(d(x, y)). (23)
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Notice that inequality (23) also holds when α ≥ 1, or β ≤ 1. In fact if α > 1, then β > 1. In this case we have
(1/α)x ≤ αx ≤ y ≤ βx, then ψ(1/α)Tf x ≤ Tf y, which implies that m(Tf y/Tf x) ≥ ψ(1/α). On the other hand, it follows
from y ≤ βx that ψ(1/β)Tf y ≤ Tf x, then M(Tf y/Tf x) ≤ 1ψ(1/β) and d(Tf x, Tf y) ≤ max
{
ln
(
1
ψ(1/β)
)
,− lnψ ( 1
α
)}
. By the
monotonicity of ψ , we have
max
{
ln
(
1
ψ(1/β)
)
,− lnψ
(
1
α
)}
= ln
(
1
ψ(1/β)
)
.
Since ln
(
1
ψ(1/β)
)
= φ(ln(β)) and ln(β) = max{ln(β),− ln(α)} = d(x, y), inequality (23) holds. The other cases are similar
as the above. The proof is completed. 
We are now in a position to give our main results.
Theorem 12. Suppose that Hypotheses (H1)–(H3) hold. Then Eq. (1) has a unique positive almost periodic solutionwith a positive
infimum.
Proof. From Lemmas 7–11, we conclude that the operator Tf on
◦
K satisfies all assumptions of Theorem 3, and hence Tf has
one unique fixed point in
◦
K , equivalently, (1) has a unique positive almost periodic solution with a positive infimum. 
Notice that a periodic sequence is also an almost periodic sequence. By Theorem 12, the following result is obvious.
Corollary 13. Suppose that f satisfy Hypotheses (H1) and (H3). If there is an positive integer ω > 0 such that f is ω periodic
in n ∈ Z, that is, f (n + ω, u) = f (n, u) for all n ∈ Z and u ∈ R+, then there exists κ∗ > 0 such that for all κ > κ∗, (1) has a
unique positive ω periodic solution with a positive infimum.
Proof. From Theorem 12, it follows that (1) has a unique positive almost periodic solution x = {x(n)}n∈Z. Obviously,
{x(n+ ω)}n∈Z is also a solution of (1). By uniqueness we conclude that x(n+ ω) = x(n) for all n ∈ Z. 
4. Equations with a positive forcing term
In this section, we consider, briefly, the equation
x(n) = g(n)+
n∑
j=n−κ
f (j, x(j)), n ∈ Z, (24)
where g = {g(n)}n∈Z is a nonnegative almost periodic sequence.
Theorem 14. Suppose that f satisfy Hypotheses (H1)–(H3). Then there exists κ∗ > 0 such that for all κ > κ∗, (24) has a unique
positive almost periodic solution with a positive infimum.
As the proof of Theorem 14 corresponds to that of Proposition 5.1 in [3], we omit it here.
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